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TEACHER'S GUIbP.

r

Fractional

This module may be used in a variety of ways.

1. Individually, if the child can read well
enough.

2. In small groups, with student leader or
teacher leader.

3. In pairs or trios.

4. It may be used as a total group prOject if
allowance is made for some children to go
much slower and work maybe.several days
with concepts'on one sheet. ,Conversely,
more able students should work as rapidly ,
as comprehension takes place. , o

%Materials

.Contained in this modules

1. 15 abtivity sheets.'
.. 2. Praction parts

.Teacher must provides

1..,Colored construction paper
2. Scissors
1. Magic markers
4. PYotractors, compasses or round lids
5., Straightedges
6. 'Heavy envelopes

;
3

TG-1

'

OBJECTIVES

"'

if
.Given fractional parts, the student will put tow
mather pieces that are less than one, equal to
one and greaterrthan one.

.Given specific fractional parts such as 2/4, the
student will find equivalent fractional parts.

There are twelve activity sheets that involve
students in making fractional parts and discover-
ing thje relationships of less than, equal to and
greater thin, between6 different fractiodal parts.

.Three sheets, #13, 14, and 15, for extending and
enriching the experiences with fractional, part&
are included.

,

.Activities 1' through'll provide the yhysical ex-
perience of making the parts and fitting them to-
gether,with increasing challenge. Hopefully
they h1gh1y motivate individual discovery'on a
level commensurate with each child's ability
rather than a Irespribed curriculum level.

.Activity 12 provides a worksheet for checking
progress.

'

Activities 13,'14, and 15 ghould provide individual
experience as far as a chiK can go on his own,
'with limited guidance.

41
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t I. Activity Sheet #1

'A. Materials neededs

1. Heavy colored construction paper:
2. , Scissors
3'. Either compasses, round protractors,

oilrouncylids-stu.rdy enoulhi.to draw
around-their edges.

.1

b. wori to belcompleted by tba students .

1. Five sets of circles, eachPset a diff-
erent color, drawn and cut by the stu-.
dent ascarefully as possible.

.Be sure that Whatever tool thedchild
chooses to use for his circle4, all
his circles are out the same size.

C. Teaching suggestions,

1. Allow students to work in pairs, smill
groups or entire class.

2. Be sure to allow students to make their
own circles. The value of "making Your
own" cannot be stressed strongly enough;
if for no other reason than to increase
hand/eye coordination.

As the fractional larts are made, in-
creasing value lies in actually cutting
1 1 1 1

17, g.
eu4

c.

I az and I understand:"

II. Activity Sheets #2 and 3 (P

A. iMaterials needed&

Circles from Sheet #1
1 2. Magic markers foroarking halves, thirds,

fourths, sixths, etc:

0

a

".4.4

OUTLINE

n

3. Soisiori for cutting parts
4: Straightedge for marking off thirds, etc.

'Worit.to be completed by students

1. Set of halves
2, Set of fourths
3, Set of thirds
4. Set of sixths.

C. Teaching suggestionso

1. Be sure theichildren Use one color for
all circles usedlor "1",.a,second
"color for all the halves, etc.

2. Watch forp-ana help children be scow.
rate in making the partsrl.e., care-
ful folding'and cutting:to make halves
ihd fourths.

3. Ask for ways 'to make the pdits, such as
"how can we make halveiT fourths? and
especially thirds." Most children,see
the analogy to a clock and will say
marks at 12, 4, and 8"o'clock wilPmake
thirds. And, of course, sixths are half
of thirds, so foldinguworks here again.

III. Activiiy Sheet #4

Materials neededs

1. Sturdy envelope, like, heavy'manila
mailing envelope`, as.a plaC)a,for the '

children to keep their parts.
2. Construction paper

3. Scissors
4, Straightedge

5. Magic markers

B. Work to be comPleted by the students

1, Finish all parts for use with later sheets.

. U of



C. Teaching suggestiOnss

.1. *Use gay if children.can thinkvof a
way on their owh-- like using the pro-.

tractor - or rinute'marks on the clock
(every 12 tinutes for flifthe)i Eighths

are easy - halves of fourths. But try

to get this to come,from the children.
If they don't initiate it, it's noi

likely to "stick".

Omit this sheet if the children are not
challenged sufficiently to work'itsout

themselves.

IV. Activity Sheet #5

A. Materiils neededs

No additional materials are,needed.

.1

B. Work to be'Compléted by the.students

1. Either written sheet of comparisons of
parts: i.e.,

1 1 1.> 1 1 1
etc.

.or lots of oral practice (and checking

with parts) in pairs, sMall groups, or
with teacher.

C. Teaching suggestionss

1. Let more able children use the activity

sheet themselves with no further direc-

tions, and see.what happens. Be ready

to=step in with h4lp or a leading ques-
tion like "Ptit'1/4 on top of 1/2 (or

some other part) and see which is
greater, or smaller".

0,!t

, TG-3

1.

I.

4;,

2. With less secure children, sit down
.with a small group and work through
the sheet with.them. Allow tore abl,
students to read and interpret for
themselves.

.

3. Encourage the children.to work with ,

each-other and ask 'each other in a
game-like situation, "Is 1/3 greater
than or less than 1/0, etc. Check
for correctness with the 'parts."

Encourage, but do .not insist, yet, On
the chiliren writing down what the'S,
discover. SOme needslots and lots of
physical experience before being asked
to "commit themselves" on paper.,,

5. Encourage the "good guess" first, then
check. .Be readywith the question,
"Why did you think so?" .or "What made
you,think that.n4ght be true?", etc.'

Listeh earefully to their explanations
,and logic. It could prove useful.

D. 'Variations to the lessions,

1. Suggest that,very hesitant children
might like to paste down parts on papet
with the appropriate "greater than" or
"less than" wording..orlsymbol between.

This approach means, however, that the
child will have to make more parts,for
use Oth later shepts. It is a way of
recording that worksi for some very,
very shylunsure children.

The time involyed in doing just_that
(making more parts, as well as pasting

is

A

a '74 U of DML
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"
amd-comparing) is ofte4-worthlt.in

.

. the total log-run pay-af.! Kids
lmmembeA

'!

V. Aptivity Sheet #6 '.

)

A. Materials heeded:

No fuither materials are needed.

B...k to be completed by the students

. 1, Sheet of their own made-up fiactionsj
i.e..

1., 1 1

21'45 /

C. Teaching suggestionss

I 4

1.

1, Try this sheet without their pamts in
front of them first, If it doesn't
work, let them look at, handle., compare
what they have made orally with you or
a student leader.

2. Try for the 4Pattern approach",.going'
from:.

halves, tO
thirds

1

fourths

etc.

'.. What you want them to see, of course,
is the larger the denominator numeral,
the smaller the fractional part is.

"Would you rather share that chocolate
cake with just four people(fourths)
or xith 25 people?(twentymfifths)" of-
ten helps to mdke it quite clear.

11101,

TG -4

3. Encourage them strongly to write sops
of their own as a gauge for yourself on
how to proceed.

VI. Acttvitk.Sheei #7

A. .MaierialS needed:

1. Large sheets of paper for recording...

2. Perhaps magic markers should be.used
for writing instead &a pencils. .Color
is often 'inspirational for children.

B. Work to be cOmpleted by the;students

. 1: Record sheet of what two parts ,fit to-
gether to make lese than 1..

C. Teaching suggestions:
4

1. This card begins comparison of two
parts which make less than 1. (Only
sitgatioh whichmay piodUce 1 is

. 26+ 1
'

) Be ready for it, agree with '

At and suggesttrying other parts.

44. Be sure to have the children.write down
what they find out from this card, and
encourage as many as yot can'to work
with a friend and to look for more.

3. The very capable child will mist likely
be able to think up lots and lots that
work for "less' than 1".

'VII.. Activity Sheets A, 9 and 10

A. Materials neededi

,

. No further materidls are needed.

© 74 U of DML
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B, Work to be completed py.the stUdenti

1. Sheet of "what works" for greater than 1.

C. Teaching suggestions;

1. York in small groups iath children who
are working at about the same level,

2,4) Do some short oral work with groups, then
.turn them loose to work on their own, re-

. cording what they discover.

3, ' Activity #8 deals )with three parts , tots4=
ing less than 1.- Activity #9 uses as
many parts as you wishe.totaling less
than 1. Activity #10 deals with.parts
totalia,more than 1.

Essentially, the same teaching techniques
can be applied - suggest, watch, be aware
of what children are saying to one anothq64
and CAPITALIZE ON THEIR DISCOVERIES,

4, For the "more than 1" activity, the check
with parts is, of Course, an overlap.
Mostly, the children see that for them-

.
selves; if they don't, try one yourself
and let it happen. Then discuss it.

.VIII. Activity Sheet #11

A. Materials neededs'

No additional materials beyond large paper
for recording,.

B. Work to be completed by the students

1. Record sheet"of what parts fit together
to.make exactly 1.

TG -5

,%.
C. Teaching suggestionss

1. This activity aims at the simple but
powerful and imporkant.concept of

3.1
' , mil etc which

2 3 . 4 . "
really escapes many children.

Also°important ave combinations like

+ i! + 1 w 1 ,

ail of will'zh is subtly getting at the
concept of fractional equivalency.

3. Be careful here of children fitting to-
gether their parts in a sloppy fashion,
which looks right, but isn't, For in-

stances
1. + 1

'3, j4 4 -6
7 1

1
but i+ 11+ t! + pi 1 but looks like

it might, visually or carelessly done,

4. Lightly work on word "estimating". It's

a good one and worth knowing.

IX, Activity.Sheet #12

A Materials.neededs 4

1. Dittoed Sheet for each child, or
you may work from chalkboard.

B, Work to be completed by the students

1. Worksheetpor sheet of his own that he
has copied from the master, or the chalk-
board. .

S.

1© '74 U of DML
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c. Teaching suggestionss
p.

37.
This is a; cheCksheet for the work.on
Activity #12.. Either ditto it off for
'each chlld, or let them copy off the
Rroblems themielves.

e

2. Use it as each child, is ready for it, or
if the unit-has been done with the group

,
as a. whole, use it at one time.

Play down the idea.or "test" -- it scares
most children, whether or not it shows!

A, Problems missed ban help you decida where
each child needs mo work. .

X. Enrichment!Sheett.#1, 2 and

A. Materials needeir

1. Only large paper on which students can
record their iwork.

Work to be r-mpleted by the students

1. Record of what he can say about any two
or more parts; i.e..

1 2 1
2 3 6

1+ 14: 71 2
2 3 o

"i's 3.

\

- C. Teaching suggestions:

1. These are extra enrichment sheetsto be
used with children who can readily ex-
tend on their own in many directions:

13 s

TG-6

V.

CI

.;

2, Enrichment #1 challengeh their ability
to think up and record Unctions which
are less than, equal tool= greater than

the one they chose.

While the chart makes a neat way to re-
cmd, the children may come up with a
more inte sting or totally original
way of the r own. Let them use it!

#2 'is working with the con-
cepts of .what maken'exactly 2, slid what
parts can be put toge)her to make more'
than 1 but less than 2.

4, Be aware on Enrichment #2 that the'aver-
lays of more thnn 1,'plus the parts

t- placed on.the second circle, may add up
to more thin 2. Suggest, if this happens,
that the chiad make "exactly 1" first,
then move.on to Circle 2 for the extra
parts.

5. Enrichment #13 in total open-endedness
for the child to work with putting any
parts together to see if he can write a
true statement about them. A

Cc.: '74 U of DML
14
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Activity Sheet #5

1
c)

greater than

c02,

.1
less than

3 2

1-

1
greater than (:>)

. 4.

2
>

3

1 4. I
6 4

1 < 1
4 2

15

>
7 8

15 e' 25

_1 4,1, 1

10 49- 100

ANSWER SHEET

.Activity Sheet #7.,

All are less than (4) one.

Student Worksheet #12'.

1 1
1-4 <1.

2 2

NA\ 6 T

s

TG -7

= 1

1 1 1
4 6

-EarlAnzILL2
.10
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Actiyity Sheet 11

% I

I. Choose five sheets of different colored construc-

tion paper.and,dilw some circles, the same size;-on

each sheet.

A

Cut,them out carefully!

1 7
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Activlity Sheet #2'

Keep one set of circles for 1. If you wish, you-
. N

may mark a large 1 on them wittra colored magic marker.

Clcooie another set of a different color and make

halves on them. (For each new set, choose a different

. color.))

hake a set of fourths. .
Be sure 'you cut carefully

each \t4me!

18

-e

© '74 U of DFAL
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66. *

Activity Sheet#3
6

Can you pink of a good,way.to make thirdsand.

sixths? If you\can, share your idea6 with others. If

you can't, ask a friend for help. 0,

Mark your thirds'and sixths if it helps you.

19

211
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Activity Sheet #4
A

If you can think of a good way to. make fifths. dr .

eighths, or.any other parts, do so. Be sure to cut care-

'fully.each time,and mark the parts if you wish.

Get a large envelope to keep the parts in, so you

won't.lose them.

s.

.22

5

iv 2 0
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4.

Try these!

a
Actiyity., Sheet-4,#5

Make a good guess first, then chetk with

your parts to see if yc4 were eight.

You,may write them down on anoAher piece

of paper, 0 you wish.,

s: 1
greagr than.'

2 less than

1 greagr than L

3-,Cless than 2

1 greagr than (:).)

less th-a'n

r
4, 2

1-

.r

S.

Try some with a friend and see if you can guess

correctly each time. )

v 04./ © '74 U of DML.
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Activity lieet #6

/

, If you look carefully at the parts you/have made

-.and think about some t6t you haven't yet made, what

would you guess might make these statements teue?

Vt

<
1 ? 1

"fg

1 ? 1

ioo

If you 'are brave, make up'some of your own arid/write

them down.

9.
Isr

. © '74 U of DMI.



'Activity Sheet #7

,

,

Try
J

'fitting different parts.together; Start-with

just two parts. Are the two parts together less than 1?

i Guess at Ahese, then check with your,parts:

/
A

' 1 1
4*

1 1. 1 1

.,

1 1

,
, o

, .

1 1 1

+
1 1 1

4 3 2 4 3
4.

6

Make up lots of your own and write them down.

I.

.23
.4vii

,
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e.

than 1.

,,

Activit Sheet #8
4

Try puttinglhree parts together,and m4k6 Orem less

0

-la
How Many diffirent ways can you do it? Write them

all doWn.
'4

4.11
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Activity\Sheet #9

Use as many parts as you like together, but keep

the total less than 1.

Write down everything ihat walks.
4

V

© '74 U of DML



ActivitOheet #10

k

Put three parts.together to make'more than 1.

Are there lots of Ways to do if?

Try,putting parts.togethertO make more'than 1.*
p.

What.is the fewest rumber of parts you can find to make

more than 1?
/ .

k.

a.

© '74 U of DyiL



Activity. Sheet g11

.How many parts can you put together to make exactly

1? See how many ways you can find to make 1, and be sure

to write each one down.

Did you guess,first, then check?, (What you are doing

.1

is estimatinl: that "means making a good guess!)

A'

9

xl.

7
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Activity Sheet #12

Try the attached worksheet without using your parts

first. Then check each one with your parts and see if you

werle

If you were 'pretty accura.4 (that means, right),go

on to the next, card. If it was pretty hard for you, keep

fitting parts'together and writing down what you find out

until you sitA pretty -.pod at it,

28

xiJ
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StUdent Worksheet 112

arite , >1 , or = 1 after each .group of added

fractions.

1 1 1

Example: -J

1 I
2

2 2

6 3

1 1 1

3 4 2

3 2

4 3

1 4.14.14. 1 4 2 2 2 2

4 3 6 2 4362+

1 1 1

2 6 3

Fill in the ':oxes to make true statements.

= 1

r.] 4./. 1

2 2

= 1

4

Can you write three statements that are true for sixths?

449
© '74 U of DMI.



Enrichment #1

Take yOur choice of any fraction part you have'

made. Now fit two or more parts together which are less

than your fractions, equal to your fractions, or sweater

than,your fractions.

YoU may want to make a chart which looks like

this:

hy fraction part is ----

1.6

xiv © '74 U of DML
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Enrichment #2

Try putting parts together which equal two whble $

Orcles. What works? Be surelo write.them down.

Als6 try putting parts-together so that you have

more than 1, but less, than 2. Don't forget to writt them

down!

31
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ADnrichment 113

Puttogether ariy parts you wish and see if you'

can write down a'frue statement about them. -For instance,

if you put together
1 +1.1.1. 1. would that be
3 6 5 4 2

< 1 ;

Try it and see.-

,
1.'gd

vvi

I!

'44P
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